
Metal ring with paper stars
Instructions No. 2574
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 4 Hours

This impressive light decoration is the perfect highlight for the winter and Christmas season. Through the light chain, the
stars folded from transparent paper shine beautifully and conjure up a great light. Learn how to recreate the metal ring with
paper stars in these instructions.

Impressive light decoration with stars

Tie the two metal rings together with copper wire and then attach the LED
light chain to the rings. 

You can fix the battery compartment to the metal ring with a little hot glue. 

Fold the stars out of the transparent paper. This works as follows: 

The folding paper is folded into a triangle from both sides and unfolded
again. The fold runs diagonally from one corner to the other. 

Now fold the straight sides onto each other. Unfold the sheet again. 

Cut the straight creases about halfway so that there are four cuts. Fold the
straight sides to the diagonal creases. 

Now glue the tips of the triangles on top of each other with craft glue. This
creates a 3D look. 

You need two halves per star.

Tip: To make smaller stars, simply cut the square of the folded sheets
smaller. 

Glue one half of the star onto the metal rings with hot glue and leave to dry.

Turn the rings over and glue the other half to the metal ring from behind. 

Finally, attach a ribbon to the metal ring for hanging.

Article number Article name Qty
18009 Transparent folding sheets, white 1
68931101 VBS Micro LED chain of lights "40 LEDs", with timer 1
14010 Metal ring "Circle", Gold colorØ 25 cm 1
14011 Metal ring "Circle", Gold colorØ 35 cm 1
18155 VBS Craft glue No. 18228 ml 1
671620-01 Enamelled copper wireGold coloured 1
18394 Taffeta ribbon, width 5 mmCream/Gold 1

Article information:



https://www.vbs-hobby.be/en/newsletter/
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